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A new proof is given of Schmerl’s recent result that a highly recursive graph G 
with x(G) < k according to Brooks’ theorem, has a recursive k-colouring. ‘S 1984 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS 
Let G be a simple graph of maximal valency k (k >, 3), no component of 
which is a complete graph on k + 1 vertices. Then, by Brooks’ classical 
theorem, the chromatic number of G is at most k. In [ 11, Schmerl proved an 
effective version of this. It says that if G is highly recursive, then a recursive 
colouring exists. In our more informal language: Assume that G has a coun- 
table vertex set V= {u, , v2 ,... } and satisfies Brooks’ conditions. Then, if 
there is an algorithm to compute the neighbours of v,, there is a k-colouring 
of G for which there is an algorithm to compute the colour of v,,. We call 
this an effective k-colouring. 
This note describes an easy proof of Schmerl’s result, self-contained, but 
based on [2]. The main idea is to construct a set W of independent vertices 
so that G - W satisfies Brooks’ conditions with k replaced by k - 1 if k > 3, 
and is effectively 2-colourable if k = 3. The construction of W will be 
effective (i.e., there is an algorithm to decide whether v, is in W or not). 
Thus, making use of the given algorithm for G, we have an algorithm to 
compute the neighbours of v, in G - W. 
The existence of the colouring algorithm for G is now clear. Given v,, 
decide first whether v, is in W, and in that case colour it white. If v, is in 
G - W, it gets one of the remaining k - 1 colours assigned to it by the 
algorithm for G - W. The existence of the latter is ensured by induction 
hypothesis if k > 3, while the case k = 3 needs special treatment. 
Some definitions are needed for the construction of W. For k > 3, a k- 
clique means a complete graph on k vertices. A 3-clique in a graph means, 
however, an induced cycle in that graph. This unusual terminology allows us 
to deal for a large part simultaneously with the cases k > 3 and k = 3. 
Now we define a P-vertex of a graph to be a k-valent vertex which belongs 
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to a k-clique of that graph, and which is the only k-valent vertex of that k- 
clique. A Q-vertex is a k-valent vertex, not a P-vertex, which belongs to a k- 
clique with at most max(k - 1, 3) k-valent vertices. If k = 3 we require also 
that at least one of the two neighbours of the Q-vertex, in the 3-clique 
mentioned, is 2-valent. 
One further definition is needed to check that the construction of W 
works; that of a k-tree. A k-clique is a k-tree. If one takes a k-tree and a 
disjoint k-clique, chooses in each a (k - 1)-valent vertex and joins the two by 
an edge one gets another k-tree. The finite graphs obtainable in this way are 
the k-trees. (The definition in [2] uses odd cycles when k = 3, but this is 
unnecessary here). 
2. THE PROOF 
We first embed G (effectively) in a highly recursive k-regular graph 
without (k + 1)-cliques. Take G and a copy of G and join corresponding 
vertices if they are not k-valent, to get G”’ . G”’ gives G(‘), etc., in the same 
way. Then GCk’ is what we want, and it is clear that a colouring algorithm 
for GCk’ gives one for G. From now on, G is hence assumed to be k-regular. 
The set W is constructed as follows (but for a certain modification to be 
effected later). Assume that w, ,..., wi-i have already been chosen, and 
consider the graph Gi = G - {wl ,..., Wi- i } (i 2 1) (i.e., the graph induced by 
G on V- {w,,..., wi-, }. If Gi has P-vertices, say v,, vb ,..., with a < b < ..a , 
let wi by the first one (i.e., vJ. If Gi has no P-vertex let vS, say, by the first 
k-valent vertex in Gi. If there are Q-vertices among the neighbours of us, let 
wi be the first one of these. If not, put wi = v,. 
The choice of any wi is a finite task. For Gi has at most k(i - 1) (k - l)- 
valent vertices, all of them adjacent in G to (w, ,..., wi- i }, which makes it a 
finite task to find the P- and the Q-vertices of Gi. Note, in the case k = 3, 
that the bound 3 on the number of 3-valent vertices in a 3-clique defining a 
Q-vertex is important in this connection. (Any fixed bound would do here, 
but 3 is the natural choice, as 2 would fail in another respect, as will be seen 
later.) Note also that W is independent, as wi is k-valent in Gi, i = l,... . 
G - W has no k-valent vertex. For, if not, let v, be the first one, so that 
for i > i,, say, v, is the first k-valent vertex of Gi. The rule for choosing Wi 
then shows that wi is a P-vertex for every i > i,. But this is impossible. For 
when wi is a P-vertex, Gi+ i has at least one (k - 1)-valent vertex less than 
Gi. (The deletion of wi converts k - 1 (k - 1)-valent vertices into (k - 2)- 
valent ones and creates at most one new (k - I)-valent vertex.) We conclude 
that G - W has no k-valent vertex. This also implies that the construction of 
W is effective. 
The fact that G - W has no k-clique will follow from the stronger 
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assertion that no component of any Gi is a k-tree. This is proved by 
induction on i, and is clearly true for i= 1 as G, (=G) is k-regular. Assume 
now that G,+, has a k-tree T among its components while Gi has not. Let H 
denote the component of G, to which wi belongs. The cases of wi being a P- 
vertex, a Q-vertex, or neither, have to be considered separately. 
If wi is a P-vertex, then H - wi has two components, one of which is a 
(k - 1)-clique (a path if k = 3), so that the other one must be our k-tree T. 
But then H consists of a k-clique and a disjoint k-tree (7’), joined by an edge 
incident to a (k - 1)-valent vertex of T, and so H is a k-tree, against our 
assumption. 
If wi is a Q-vertex, then wi belongs to a k-clique K of H, and K has a 
(k - 1)-valent (in Gi) vertex u which is adjacent to wI. As u is (k - 2)-valent 
in G - wi, the component of H - wi to which K - wi belongs is not a k-tree. 
Our T must then be a second (and last) component of H - wi, containing U, 
the one neighbour of wi which is not in K. T is thus attached to the 
remainder of H only by the edge uwi. If now T is a k-clique, then u is a P- 
vertex of Gi, which contradicts the choice of wi as a Q-vertex. A larger k-tree 
T has at least two P-vertices, at least one of which must then be a P-vertex of 
Gi. Contradiction again! 
The final case is when wi is neither a P-vertex nor a Q-vertex. If T is a k- 
clique, then some vertices of T are adjacent (in Gi) to wi, but not all, as Gi 
would then be a (k + 1)-clique. Thus some neighbours of wi are Q-vertices of 
Gi. (It is for this conclusion we need “max(k - 1, 3)” instead of just “k - 1” 
in the definition of a Q-vertex.) But then wi should have been chosen as one 
of these neighbours. 
If T is a larger k-tree, then it has two P-vertices (at least). As H has no P- 
vertex, wi is adjacent in H to both of the k-cliques involved. Some neighbour 
of wi must be in one of the cliques and have a (k - 1)-valent neighbour in 
that clique, as 1 t k/2 < k. But this again contradicts the choice of Wi. 
Having proved that G - W has no k-clique we turn to the one problem 
left. In the case k = 3 the components of G - Ware paths and an effective 2- 
colouring clearly exists if these are all finite. An effective 2-colouring may 
not exist, however, if some of these paths are infinite. This is well known and 
very easy to see. We modify our definition of wi in order to avoid infinite 
paths, in the case k = 3, as follows. 
Let a germ (of an infinite path) v,v~..., denote a path u,vb *a+ v,v,, say, 
where each vertex except v, is 2-valent in the graph under consideration, 
while v, is 3-valent. We now choose wi as before, unless Gi has no P-vertex 
and has a germ v,vb..., with a < s. In that case we choose a germ with a 
minimal (and if there are two, also with b minimal). We “kill” that germ by 
choosing wi = v,, unless some component of Gi - U, is a 3-tree T. In that 
case T cannot be the component of Gi - v, to which v, belongs, as the latter 
has a I-valent vertex vI. Since Gi has no P-vertex, T is then easily seen to 
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consist of r (al) disjoint cycles C, ,..., C,, with Cj being joined to Ci+, by an 
edge (j = l,..., I - 1). Furthermore, with v,, uX, and V, denoting the 
neighbours of v, in Gi, vX, say, must be a 2-valent vertex of T and belong to 
C,, while vY, also 2-valent in T, belongs to C,. We now choose Wi = v,, 
where z = min(x, y). This completes the modified definition of Wi. 
Note the following property of our construction of W. If wi = v, (the case 
just described), then wi+ , = v,, where t = max(x, y), unless r = 1 and v, is 
adjacent to v,. Thus the germ v, v~..., is killed by the choice of wi+, , if not 
already by the choice of wi. This, together with an earlier observation about 
P-vertices shows that for every integer s there is an i, such that, for i > i,, G, 
has no germ vcvd..., with c < s. 
With the modified definition, W is still independent and G - W is acyclic. 
G - W has no 3-valent vertex, either. For, if not, let vS be the first one. Then, 
for some i,, v, is the first 3-valent vertex of Gi for every i > i,. But for large 
i, Gi has no germ vcvd..., with c ( s, as seen above. Thus wi would be a P- 
vertex for all large i, which is impossible. 
Finally G - W has no infinite path. For, if not, there would be vertices vc, 
vd, and an i,, with vcvd..., a germ in Gi for every i > i,. But, again, the 
minimal c for which G, has a germ vEvd..., goes to infinity with i. 
3. A CONTRAST 
It is an amusing contrast to see how easy the noneffective version of 
Brooks’ theorem is in the truly infinite case, i.e., when G has no finite 
component. We can assume G connected. Choose any i and let U, ,..., ui be 
V , ,..., vi reordered so that the distance from uj to vi+ i decreases with 
increasing j. Now one can k-colour Gi = G - vi+, - vi+ 2 ..a . For if u, ,..., u,. 
have been coloured already, then the first edge of a shortest path, in G, from 
U r+l to vi+l has its other endpoint outside {u,,..., u,). Thus at most k - 1 
neighbours of u,, , have been coloured, and there is a spare colour for u,+ , . 
Now every finite subgraph of G is contained in Gi for large i and is hence 
k-colourable. Thus, by the Erdos-de Bruijn theorem, or a still simpler 
diagonal argument, since G is countable, G is k-colourable. 
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